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REASONING ABILITY 

 

Direction (1–5): Answer the questions on the basis 

of the information given below. 

Eight persons – A, B, C, D, E, F, G and H are 

sitting in a straight line. Half of them are facing north 

and other half are facing south. 

A is sitting third to right of B. C is sitting second to left 

of B. C is facing south direction. One person is sitting 

between C and D. E is immediate neighbor of B and 

both are facing opposite direction (if B is facing north, 

then E is facing south and vice versa). B is sitting 

immediate right of H. Both the immediate neighbors of 

B are facing the same direction. C is sitting to 

immediate right of F. Both the persons sitting at 

extreme ends are facing opposite direction to each 

other. Also, the ones sitting at extreme ends face 

opposite direction to their respective immediate 

neighbors. 

1). Who is sitting to the immediate right of D? 

a) C 

b) B 

c) E 

d) F 

e) No one 

2). If all are made to sit alphabetically from left to 

right, then position of how many persons will 

remains same? 

a) Two 

b) Three 

c) More than three 

d) One 

e) None 

3). What is the position of B with respect to F? 

a) Third to the right 

b) Immediate right 

c) Second to the right 

d) Second to the left 

e) Third to the left 

4). How many people are sitting between C and H? 

a) One 

b) Two 

c) Four 

d) More than four 

e) Three 

5). What is not true about G as per the given 

arrangement? 

a) G is facing north direction 

b) A and H are immediate neighbors of G 

c) E is facing same direction as G 

d) Only one person is sitting between G and B 

e) G is sitting at third position from one of the 

ends 

 

Direction (6-10): Answer the following questions 

referring to the symbol-letter-number sequence 

given below. 

C  H  7  X  W  4  β P  ¥  A  V  1  T  3  U  B  I  9  K 8  

Y  6  ∝ Z 7 L 

6). Which of the following is exactly midway 

between the nineteenth element from the left and 

sixteenth element from the right end? 

a) 3 

b) B 

c) T 

d) U 

e) None of these 

7). How many letters are there in the above 

sequence which are immediately preceded by a 

number and immediately followed by a consonant? 

a) One 

b) None 
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c) Two 

d) Three 

e) None of these 

8). What should come in place of the question mark 

(?) in the following sequence?  

4¥7, PVW, ATβ, ? 

a) 1U¥ 

b) ≦Tβ 

c) U1¥ 

d) 13A 

e) None of these 

9). Which of the following is the eleventh element to 

the left of the seventh element from the right end in 

the above sequence? 

a) P 

b) 7 

c) β 

d) Y 

e) None of these 

10). If both the halves of the elements in the above 

sequence are written in reverse order, which will be 

the sixth element to the right of the sixteenth 

element from the right end? 

a) 6 

b) ∝ 

c) I 

d) B 

e) None of these 

 

Direction (11-15): Study the following information 

carefully and answer the questions: 

11). Statements: D < A ≤ E < L; A = K > N; L > K ≥ 

M. 

Conclusions:  

I.D>M 

II.L>M 

III.K ≤ N 

IV.M ≤ A 

a) Only II is true 

b) Only I is true 

c) Only I and II are true 

d) Only II and IV are true 

e) All are true 

12). Statements: X > S = T ≤ U; Y = Z > V ≥ U; S = 

W > O. 

Conclusions:  

I.S>O 

II.T<Y 

III.X>O 

IV.T≤V 

a) Only II and III are true 

b) Only I and IV are true 

c) Only II is true 

d) Either I or III and I are true 

e) All are true 

13). Statements: F ≤ H ≥ T ≤ B; A ≥ Q = B; T>K=G. 

Conclusions: 

I.A≥T 

II.T=G 

III.K<A 

IV.F>T 

a) Only I and II are true 

b) Either I or III are true 

c) All are true 

d) Either I or IV and III are true 

e) Only I and III are true 

14). What should come in place of question mark to 

make S>Q always true? 

R ≤ T > P = S > R ? O > Q 

a) > 

b) = 

c) ≥ 

d) None of these 

e) All of these 

15). What should come in place of question marks 

(?) to make E≤I always true respectively?  

D > E ≤ F = M ? K ≤ C ? I 

a) ≥, ≤ 

b) =, ≥ 

c) ≤, < 

d) ≤, ≤ 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (16-20): Study the given information 

carefully to answer the given questions.  

Eight persons P, Q, R, S, T, U, V and W are 

sitting around a circle facing the centre but not 
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necessarily in the same order. Q sits second to the left 

of W’s husband. No female is an 

immediate neighbour of Q. S’s daughter sits second to 

the right of U. U is the sister of V. U is not an 

immediate neighbour of W’s husband. Only one person 

sits between P and U. P is father of V. W’s brother S 

sits on the immediate left of W’s mother. Only one 

person sits between W’s mother and T. Only one 

person sits between W and V. V is the mother of R. V 

is not an immediate neighbour of T. 

16). What is the position of P with respect to his 

mother-in-law? 

a) Immediate left 

b) Third to the right 

c) Third to the left 

d) Second to the right 

e) Fourth to the left 

17). Who amongst the following is S‟s daughter? 

a) Q 

b) R 

c) T 

d) V 

e) W 

18). What is the position of P with respect to his 

grandchild? 

a) Immediate right 

b) Third to the right 

c) Third to the left 

d) Second to the left 

e) Fourth to the left 

19). How many people sit between V and her 

maternal uncle? 

a) One 

b) Two 

c) Three 

d) Four 

e) More than four 

20). Four of the following five are alike in a certain 

way based on the given information and so form a 

group. Which is the one that does not belong to that 

group? 

a) U 

b) R 

c) T 

d) W 

e) V 

Directions (21-22) : Study the following information 

carefully and answer the questions given below: 

A, B, C, D, E and F are six professors of a 

college. Each of them teaches different subjects viz— 

Physics, Chemistry, Mathematics, Hindi, English and 

History but not necessarily in the same order. Each of 

them has different age.  E who is older than A and D, 

teaches Mathematics. The one who is the oldest, 

teaches Hindi. The one who is the youngest, teaches 

History. Neither B nor D teaches Hindi. C teaches 

History according to age E is exactly between B, 

who teaches Physics and A. 

21). Which of the following statements is not true ? 

a) A is younger than C. 

b) B is older than D. 

c) F is the oldest and teaches Hindi. 

d) A is older than D. 

e) None of these 

22). Who amongst the following is older than C but 

younger than A ? 

a) B 

b) F 

c) E 

d) Can’t be determined 

e) None of these 

23). A man introduced a girl that, “She is the only 

daughter of my mother‟s husband‟s mother-in-

law‟s son”. Then how was a man related to that 

girl? 

a). Sister 

b). Sister-in-law 

c). Mother 

d). Niece 

e). Cousin 

24). A, B, C, D, E and F are the six persons in a 

group. A is taller than only B, C is taller than D but 

not taller than F. Only two persons are there 

between E and F. Who among the following was 

second highest in the group? 

a). F 

b). C 

c). D 
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d). E 

e). A 

25). Mohan started from point A proceeded 7 km 

straight towards East, then he turned left and 

proceeded straight for a distance of 10 km. He then 

turned left again and proceeded straight for a 

distance of 6 km, and then turned left again and 

proceeded straight for another 10 km. In which 

direction is Mohan from his starting point? 

a) East 

b) West 

c) North 

d) South 

e) North-East 

26). In a class of 10 girls and 20 boys, Deepika‟s 

rank is „4‟ among the girls and ‟18‟ in the class. 

What is Deepika‟s rank among the boys in the 

class? 

a) Cannot be determined 

b) 16 

c) 14 

d) 15 

e) None of these 

27). In a class of forty students, Jalal‟s rank from 

the top is twelfth. Dhoni is eight ranks below Jalal. 

What is Dhoni‟s rank from the bottom? 

a) 20th 

b) 21st 

c) 22nd 

d) 19th 

e) None of these 

28). In a class of 20 students, Anjali‟s rank is 15th 

from the top. Varun is 4 ranks above Anjali. What 

is Varun‟s rank from the bottom? 

a) 8
th

  

b) 11
th

  

c) 9
th

  

d) 12
th

  

e) 10
th

  

29). If each consonant in the word 

“NOTIFICATION” is changed to the previous 

letter in the English alphabetical series and each 

vowel is changed to the next letter in the English 

alphabetical series, and then the alphabets so 

formed are arranged in an alphabetical order from 

left to right, which will be the fourth from the left? 

a) P 

b) E 

c) S 

d) J 

e) M 

30). How many such pairs of letters are there in the 

word “SELECTION”, each of which has as many 

letters between them in the word (in both forward 

and backward directions) as they have between 

them in the English alphabetical series? 

a) None 

b) One 

c) Two 

d) Three 

e) More than three 

Direction (31-35): Study the following information 

to answer the given questions. 

In a certain code language, 

‘Basic material is available‘ is written as ‘de kl ce dp‘, 

‘Basic questions are solved‘ is written as ‘sa kc bk de‘, 

‘Almost questions available solved‘ is written as ‘dp fc 

bk sa‘ and 

‘are material good enough‘ is written as ‘kl ts kc mt‘. 

31). Which of the following is the code for „is are„? 

a) kl dp 

b) sa fc 

c) ce de 

d) ce kc 

e) None of these 

32). Which of the following can be coded as „mt„? 

a) material 

b) good 

c) are 

d) enough 

e) enough or good 

33). If „questions make difference„ is coded as „cl km 

sa„, then which of the following is the code for 

„solved are available„? 

a) kc bk sa 

b) dp mt kl 

c) bk kc dp 

d) de fc dp 
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e) bk ce fc 

34). Which of the following is the code for „basic 

good enough„? 

a) kl ts mt 

b) mt de ts 

c) mt ke de 

d) ts kc dp 

e) Either A or B 

35). What can be the code of „almost material 

unique„? 

a) fc bk op 

b) fc de kl 

c) kl op mt 

d) fc kl jf 

e) kl ts sa 

Direction (36-40): Study the following information 

carefully and answer the given questions. 

Six friends Vishwa, Rakesh, Maaran, Sanjay, 

Prathap and Ashokwrote their final exam held in their 

college. Each of them wrotedifferent subjects: Physics, 

Chemistry, Biology, Accountancy, Commerce and 

Economics, not in same order starting from Monday to 

Sunday. There is a holiday in between when no exam is 

scheduled. 

Holiday is not on Monday or Saturday. Sanjay attends 

exam on Sunday and Physics exam is scheduled on 

Wednesday. There is two days gap between Holiday 

and Prathap’s exam. Vishwa attends exam after Prathap 

but not on Saturday. Rakesh attends exam before 

Holiday. There is two days gap between Accountancy 

exam and Biology exam. Economics exam is scheduled 

on the next day of Maaran’s exam. Sanjay is not 

attending Accountancy exam. Commerce exam is not 

attended by Prathap but it is scheduled before 

Chemistry exam. Accountancy exam is scheduled 

before holiday and Prathap did not attend exam on 

Monday. 

36). Which of the following exam attend by 

Maaran? 

a) Commerce 

b) Economics 

c) Biology 

d) Accountancy 

e) Physics 

37). The one who attend exam on Saturday attends 

which of the following exam? 

a) Commerce 

b) Chemistry 

c) Economics 

d) Physics 

e) Accountancy 

38). Which of the following combinations is true? 

a) Tuesday – Sanjay – Economics 

b) Monday – Ashok – Commerce 

c) Sunday – Vishwa – Biology 

d) Saturday – Ashok – Chemistry 

e) None of these 

39). Which of the following person attends exam on 

Tuesday? 

a) Maaran 

b) Vishwa 

c) Prathap 

d) Rakesh 

e) Ashok 

40). Which of the following days Accountancy exam 

held? 

a) Monday 

b) Saturday 

c) Tuesday 

d) Wednesday 

e) Thursday 

 

QUANTITATIVE APTITUDE 

Directions (Q. 41 - 50): What approximate value 

should come in place of question mark (?) in the 

following questions? (Note: You are not expected to 

calculate the exact value.) 

41) 11.25% of 135 + 8.72% of 463 = ? 

a) 45 

b) 55 

c) 35 

d) 65 

e) 44 
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42) 4830 † √2304 × 22.678 = ? 

a) 2230 

b) 2195 

c) 2400 

d) 2315 

e) 2600 

 

43) 26.89 × 168.98 + 5317 = ? 

a) 7980 

b) 8880 

c) 10980 

d) 9880 

e) None of these 

 

44) 1527 × 0.3 + 38% of 380 + 49 × 0.490 = ? 

a) 515 

b) 675 

c) 585 

d) 425 

e) 635 

 

45) 3 2/7 + 6 1/7 - 2 1/7 + 13 2/3 = ? 

a) 10 

b) 15 

c) 21 

d) 34 

e) 27 

 

46) (4874 + 5995 + 3329) ÷ (712 + 510 + 325) = ? 

a) 9 

b) 15 

c) 20 

d) 4 

e) 26 

 

47) 63.8% of 8924.19 + 22% of 5324.42 = ? 

a) 6285 

b) 6150 

c) 6230 

d) 5625 

e) 6860 

 

48) 27 × 164 + 3739 = ? – 32.630 

a) 9500 

b) 4000 

c) 8200 

d) 7400 

e) 6300 

 

49) 134% of 3894 + 38.94% of 134 = ? 

a) 5350 

b) 5540 

c) 5000 

d) 4960 

e) 5280 

 

50) 1.65% of 8471 – 0.61% of 9326 = ? 

a) 76 

b) 78 

c) 75 

d) 80 

e) 95 

 

Directions (Q. 51 – 55): What should come at the 

place of question mark (?) in the following number 

series? 

51) 134, 376, 664, 1002, 1394, ? 

a) 1584 

b) 1844 

c) 1624 

d) 1764 

e) 2154 

 

52) 2026, 1027, 1755, 1244, 1586, ? 

a) 1173 

b) 1371 

c) 1731 

d) 1137 

e) None of these 

 

53) 122, 124, 130, 160, 420, ? 

a) 5430 

b) 3450 

c) 3550 

d) 4350 

e) None of these 
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54) 564, 283, 285, 573, 2296, ? 

a) 15683 

b) 17833 

c) 18573 

d) 18373 

e) None of these 

 

55) 323, 329, 338, 350, 365, ? 

a) 378 

b) 383 

c) 358 

d) 365 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (Q. 56 -60) Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions. 

Following bar graph shows the no of Pan Card holders (in thousands) from Delhi and Kolkata in different years. 

 
56) What is the difference between the total no of 

pan card holders from Delhi in the year 2013 and 

2014 to that of total no of pan card holders from 

Kolkata in the year 2012 and 2016 together? 

a) 36000 

b) 40000 

c) 48000 

d) 52000 

e) None of these 

 

57) Total no of pan card holders from Delhi in the 

year 2016 is what percentage of total no of pan card 

holders from Kolkata in all the given years 

together? 

a) 31.5 % 

b) 42.9 % 

c) 27.7 % 

d) 39.3 % 

e) None of these 

 

58) If in the year 2017, total no of pan card holders 

from Delhi and Kolkata is increased by 15 % and 

30 % respectively while comparing with previous 

year, then find the ratio between the total no of pan 

card holders from Delhi and Kolkata in the year 

2017? 

a) 16 : 8 

b) 35 : 26 

c) 28 : 17 

d) 23 : 13 

e) None of these 

 

59) The average no of pan card holders from Delhi 

in the year 2012, 2015 and 2016 is approximately 

what percentage more/less than the average no of 

pan card holders from Kolkata in the same year? 

a) 15 % 

b) 20 % 

c) 30 % 

d) 45 % 

e) 50 % 
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60) Total no of pan card holders in Kolkata in the 

year 2015 is 5 % of the total population in that 

year. Find the total population in the year 2015? 

a) 4560000 

b) 6420000 

c) 5080000 

d) 6090000 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (Q. 61 - 65) Study the following graph carefully and answer the given questions: 

The number of different balls in two bags A and B, 

 
 

61) If three balls are picked at random from bag 

A, then find the probability that at least one is 

orange? 

a) 455/969  b) 514/969  c) 355/969  d) 463/969 

e) None of these 

 

62) If two balls are picked at random from B, then 

find the probability that both balls are either 

white or black? 

a) 3/11  b) 5/8  c) 7/8  d) 1/11  e) None of these 

 

63) If four balls are picked at random from bag A, 

What is the probability that two balls are orange, 

one is pink and one is black? 

a) 3/646   b) 5/323   c) 15/646  d) 15/323  e) None 

 

64) If 3 balls are picked at random from bag B, 

What is the probability that at most one is black? 

a) 52/65  b) 64/77  c) 37/87  d) 43/65  e) None 

 

65) If 4 balls are picked at random from bag B, 

what is the probability that all balls are of 

different colour? 

a) 24/209  b) 15/103  c) 28/119   d) 42/103 

e) None of these 

 

66) P, Q and R entered into a partnership by 

investing an amount of Rs. 45000, Rs. 60000 and 

Rs. 55000 respectively. After 3 months P invested 

(1/5)th of initial investment more and Q invested 

10000 more. And after 3 months R withdraw Rs. 

5000. Find R‟s share, if the total profit at the end 

of 12 month is Rs. 114500? 

a) Rs. 45000 

b) Rs. 35000 

c) Rs. 50000 

d) Rs. 30000 

e) None of these 
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67) Difference between Simple interest and 

Compound interest on a certain sum at the rate of 

20% per annum for two years is Rs. 2875. Find 

the simple interest on that sum at the rate of 14% 

per annum after 8 years? 

a) Rs. 80500 

b) Rs. 72000 

c) Rs. 65500 

d) Rs. 56000 

e) None of these 

 

68) 10% of the voters did not cast their vote in an 

election between two candidates. 10% of the votes 

polled were found invalid. The successful 

candidate got 54% of the valid votes and won by a 

majority of 1620 votes. The number of voters 

enrolled on the voters list was? 

a) 31000 

b) 28000 

c) 25000 

d) 36000 

e) None of these 

 

69) A shopkeeper sold an article at 15 % discount 

on marked price and he gains 25%. If the marked 

price of the article is Rs. 5000, then find the cost 

price? 

a) Rs. 4200 

b) Rs. 3600 

c) Rs. 3000 

d) Rs. 3400 

e) None of these 

 

70) A certain number of men complete a piece of 

work in 75 days. If there were 8 men more, the 

work could be finished in 10 days less. How many 

men were originally there? 

a) 48 men 

b) 52 men 

c) 44 men 

d) 38 men 

e) None of these 

 

Directions (Q. 71 – 75): In each of these questions, 

two equations numbered I and II with variables x 

and y are given. You have to solve both the 

equations to find the relation between x and y. 

71) I. 16x
2
 + 20x + 6 = 0 

II. 8y
2
 – 22y + 15 = 0 

a) If x > y 

b) If x ≥ y 

c) If x < y 

d) If x ≤ y 

e) If x = y or relationship between x and y cannot be 

determined. 

 

72) I. 12x
2
 – 13x + 3 = 0 

II. Y
2
– 56 y + 783 = 0 

a) If x > y 

b) If x ≥ y 

c) If x < y 

d) If x ≤ y 

e) If x = y or relationship between x and y cannot be 

determined. 

 

73) I. 3x
2
 + 17x + 10 = 0 

II. 20y
2
 + 47y + 24 = 0 

a) If x > y 

b) If x ≥ y 

c) If x < y 

d) If x ≤ y 

e) If x = y or relationship between x and y cannot be 

determined. 

 

74) I. 18x
2
 – 200x + 342 = 0 

II. 12y
2
 – 47y + 40 = 0 

a) If x > y 

b) If x ≥ y 

c) If x < y 

d) If x ≤ y 

e) If x = y or relationship between x and y cannot be 

determined. 

 

75) I. 14x
2
 – 132x + 238 = 0 

II. y
2
 – 51y + 650 = 0 

a) If x > y 

b) If x ≥ y 
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c) If x < y 

d) If x ≤ y 

e) If x = y or relationship between x and y cannot be 

determined. 

 

76) Two trains of equal lengths are running on 

parallel tracks of same directions at the rate of 85 

km/hr and 49 km/hr respectively. The faster train 

crosses the slower train in 15 sec.  Find the length 

of each train? 

a) 100 m 

b) 75 m 

c) 120 m 

d) 115 m 

e) None of these 

 

77) In an examination 75% of the candidates 

passed in History and 60% passed in Geography 

and 19 % students failed in both the subjects. If 

972 students passed in both the subjects, then how 

many candidates appeared for the examination? 

a) 1600 

b) 1800 

c) 1400 

d) 1350 

e) None of these 

 

78) A, B, C started a work together for Rs 665. A 

and B is 13/19 of the total work, while B and C did 

11/19 of the whole work. What is the wage of least 

efficient person? 

a) Rs. 200 

b) Rs. 350 

c) Rs. 250 

d) Rs. 175 

e) None of these 

 

79) Chitra got married 9 years ago. Today her age 

is 1(1/3) times of that at the time of her marriage. 

At present, her daughter‟s age is one sixth of her 

age. What will be her daughter‟s age after three 

years? 

a) 18 years 

b) 6 years 

c) 9 years  

d) 12 years 

e) None of these 

 

80) The average salary of A, B, C is Rs. 18000 per 

month and that of B, C, D is Rs. 24000 per month. 

If the salary of D is thrice that of A, then the 

average salary of B and C is? 

a) Rs. 22500 

b) Rs. 22000 

c) Rs. 25000 

d) Rs. 15600 

e) None of these 
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